Choose the GT 400 Version that Appeals to You.
With its choice of powerplant and configuration, the GT 400 offers something for everyone. All versions provide
exceptional performance unequaled by any other similarly powered ultralight in its class. The standard configuration
protects the pilot from the wind, yet keeps the open air feeling that makes flying so enjoyable. For even greater wind
protection and faster flight speeds, upgrade to a full pilot cabin and windshield. The optional configuration features a
larger nose fairing and a windscreen that gracefully sweeps up to the leading edge of the wings, sheltering the pilot
from the wind while leaving the sides open.
The GT 400 is remarkably docile and easy to fly in either configuration. The pilot seat’s location in front of the wing
provides excellent visibility. Conventional three-axis controls are responsive without sacrificing low speed stability.
The adjustable trim and flaps allow for positive slow flight and gentle stalls. Speed range is exceptionally wide in the
GT 400 and short field capability is impressive.

A Complete Package...
Carefully compare Quicksilver’s true assembly style construction and unique packaging
system with other kits to really appreciate the difference. No other kit on the market
offers such a superior aircraft with the quality and convenience of a Quicksilver.
Packaged with all hardware and airframe tubing neatly shrink-wrapped on cardboard
parts boards, every part is easily located and identified. First time builders can expect to
assemble a GT 400 with 60 to 90 hours of simple labor. There is no need for welding,
gluing, fiberglass lay-up, or parts fabrication. All that is needed are ordinary hand tools
because precision machining, drilling, cable swaging, and major fabricating has been
completed by skilled craftsmen at our factory. The easy-to-read assembly instructions
and clear exploded-view diagrams make building your aircraft a simple and enjoyable
experience.
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